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Introduction
“SEL is the process through which all young people and adults acquire and 
apply the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to develop healthy identities, manage 
emotions and achieve personal and collective goals, feel and show empathy for 
others, establish and maintain supportive relationships, and make responsible 
and caring decisions.”  (CASEL 2020)

Social-emotional learning (SEL) covers a wide range of skills that help people improve 
themselves and get fulfilment from their relationships.  They are the skills that help propel us 
into the people we want to be.  SEL skills give people the tools to think about the future and 
manage the day-to-day goal setting to get where we want to be.

The National Commission for Social, Emotional, and Academic Development (2018) noted that 
children need many skills, attitudes, and values to succeed in school, future careers, and life.  
“They require skills such as paying attention, setting goals, collaboration and planning for the 
future.  They require attitudes such as internal motivation, perseverance, and a sense of purpose.  
They require values such as responsibility, honesty, and integrity.  They require the abilities to 
think critically, consider different views, and problem solve.”  Explicit SEL instruction will help 
students develop and hone these important skills, attitudes, and values.

Daniel Goleman (2005), a social scientist who popularised SEL, adds, “Most of us have assumed 
that the kind of academic learning that goes on in school has little or nothing to do with one’s 
emotions or social environment.  Now, neuroscience is telling us exactly the opposite.  The 
emotional centres of the brain are intricately interwoven with the neocortical areas involved 
in cognitive learning.”  As adults, we may find it difficult to focus on work after a bad day or a 
traumatic event.  Similarly, student learning is impacted by their emotions.  By teaching students 
how to deal with their emotions in a healthy way, they will reap the benefits academically 
as well.

SEL is doing the work to make sure students can be successful at home, with their friends, 
at school, in sports, in relationships, and in life.  The skills are typically separated into five 
competencies: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and 
responsible decision-making.
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SELF-AWARENESS 
Recognise your own 

emotions, thoughts, and 

values. Assess your  

strengths and weaknesses. 

Have a growth mindset.

SOCIAL AWARENESS 
Take on the perspectives 

of others, especially those 

who are different from 

you. Understand societal 

expectations and know where 

to get support.

RELATIONSHIP 
SKILLS 
Establish and 

maintain relationships 

with others. Communicate effectively 

and negotiate conflict as necessary.

RESPONSIBLE 
DECISION-MAKING 

Make positive choices 

based on established 

norms. Understand  

and consider 

consequences. 

SELF-MANAGEMENT 
Manage your emotions, 

thoughts, and behaviours.  

Set and work toward goals.
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Introduction (cont.)

Social-Emotional Competencies

Each SEL competency helps support child development in life-long learning.  SEL helps students 
develop the skills to have rich connections with their emotional lives and build robust emotional 
vocabularies.  These competencies lead to some impressive data to support students being 
successful in school and in life.

• Students who learn SEL skills score an average of 11 percentage points higher on 
standardised tests.

• They are less likely to get office referrals and will spend more time in class.

• These students are more likely to want to come to school and report being happier while 
at school.

• Educators who teach SEL skills report a 77 percent increase in job satisfaction.  
(Durlack, et al. 2011)

Your SEL Skills
Educators, parents, and caretakers have a huge part to play as students develop SEL skills.  
Parker Palmer (2007) reminds us that what children do is often a reflection of what they see 
and experience.  When you stay calm, name your feelings, practise clear communication, 
and problem-solve in a way that students see, then they reflect that modelling in their own 
relationships.  As you guide students in how to handle conflicts, you can keep a growth mindset 
and know that with practice, your students can master any skill.
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At Home
Kyle wakes up.  He uses self-talk and says 
to himself, I am going to do my best today.  
He gets out of bed, picks out his own 
clothes to wear, and gets ready.  As he sits 
down for breakfast, his little sister knocks 
over his glass of milk.  He thinks, Uggh, 
she is so messy!  But that’s ok—it was just 
an accident.  Then, he tells his parent and 
helps clean up the mess.

When his parent picks Kyle up from school, 
Kyle asks how they are feeling and answers 
questions about how his day has gone.  He 
says that he found the reading lesson hard, 
but he used deep breathing and asked 
questions to figure out new words today.

As his family is getting dinner ready, he 
sees that his parent is making something 
he really doesn’t like.  He stomps his foot in 
protest, and then he goes to sit in his room 
for a while.  When he comes out, he asks if 
they can make something tomorrow that 
he likes.

When he is getting ready for bed, he is silly 
and playful.  He wants to read and point 
out how each person in the book is feeling.  
His parent asks him how he would handle 
the problem the character is facing, and 
then they talk about the situation.

At School 
Cynthia gets to school a little late, and 
she has to check into the office.  Cynthia 
is embarrassed about being late but feels 
safe at school and knows that the people 
there will welcome her with kindness.  She 
steps into her room, and her class pauses 
to welcome her.  Her teacher says, “I’m so 
glad you are here today.”

Cynthia settles into her morning work.  
After a few minutes, she comes to a 
problem she doesn’t know how to solve.  
After she gives it her best try, she asks 
her teacher for some help.  Her teacher 
supports her learning, and Cynthia feels 
proud of herself for trying.

As lunchtime nears, Cynthia realises she 
forgot her lunch in the car.  She asks her 
teacher to call her mum.  Her mum says she 
can’t get away and that Cynthia is going to 
have to eat the school lunch today.  Cynthia 
is frustrated but decides that she is not 
going to let it ruin her day.

As she is getting ready for school to end, 
her teacher invites the class to reflect about 
their day.  What is something they are 
proud of?  What is something they wished 
they could do again?  Cynthia thinks about 
her answers and shares with the class.

Introduction (cont.)

Scenarios
There are many benefits to teaching SEL, from how students behave at home to how they will 
succeed in life.  Let’s think about how children with strong SEL skills would react to common 
life experiences.

These are both pretty dreamy children.  The reality is that the development of SEL skills happens 
in different ways.  Some days, students will shock you by how they handle a problem.  Other 
times, they will dig in and not use the skills you teach them.  One of the benefits of teaching 
SEL is that when a student is melting down, your mindset shifts to I wonder how I can help them 
learn how to deal with this rather than I’m going to punish them so they don’t do this again.  Viewing 
discipline as an opportunity to teach rather than punish is critical for students to learn SEL.
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How to Use This Book
Using the Practice Pages
This series is designed to support the instruction of SEL.  It is not a curriculum.  The activities 
will help students practise, learn, and grow their SEL skills.  Each week is set up for students to 
practise all five SEL competencies.

Day 1—Self-Awareness  

Day 2—Self-Management 

Day 3—Social Awareness 

Day 4—Relationship Skills

Day 5—Responsible Decision-Making

Each of the five competencies has subcategories 
that are used to target specific skills each day.  
See the chart on pages 10–11 for a list of which 
skills are used throughout the book.

Each week also has a theme.  These themes 
rotate and are repeated several times 
throughout the book.  The following  
themes are included in this book:

• self

• family

• friends

• school

• community

• state

• country

• world

This book also features one week that 
focuses on online safety. 
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How to Use This Book (cont.) 

Using the Resources
Rubrics for connecting to self, relating to others, and making 
decisions can be found on pages 200–202 and in the Digital 
Resources.  Use the rubrics to consider student work.  Be sure 
to share these rubrics with students so that they know what is 
expected of them. 

Diagnostic Assessment
Educators can use the pages in this book as diagnostic 
assessments.  The data analysis tools included with this book 
enable teachers or parents/caregivers to quickly assess students’ 
work and monitor their progress.  Educators can quickly see 
which skills students may need to target further to develop 
proficiency.

Students will learn how to connect with their own emotions, 
how to connect with the emotions of others, and how to make 
good decisions.  Assess student learning in each area using the rubrics on pages 200–202.  Then, 
record their overall progress on the analysis sheets on pages 203–205.  These charts are also 
provided in the Digital Resources as PDFs and Microsoft Excel® files.

To Complete the Analyses: 

• Write or type students’ names in the far-left column.  Depending on the number of students, 
more than one copy of each form may be needed.

• The weeks in which students should be assessed are indicated in the first rows of the charts.  
Students should be assessed at the ends of those weeks.

• Review students’ work for the day(s) indicated in the corresponding rubric.  For example, 
if using the Making Decisions Analysis sheet for the first time, review students’ work from 
Day 5 for all six weeks.
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Integrating SEL into Your Teaching
Student self-assessment is key for SEL skills.  If students can make accurate evaluations of 
how they are feeling, then they can work to manage their emotions.  If they can manage their 
emotions, they are more likely to have better relationship skills and make responsible decisions.  
Children can self-assess from a very young age.  The earlier you get them into this practice, the 
more they will use it and benefit from it for the rest of their lives.  The following are some ways 
you can quickly and easily integrate student self-assessment into your daily routines.

Feelings Check-Ins
Using a scale can be helpful for a quick check-in.  After an activity, ask students to rate how they 
are feeling.  Focusing students’ attention on how they are feeling helps support their  
self-awareness.  Discuss how students’ feelings change as they do different things.  Provide 
students with a visual scale to support these check-ins.  These could be taped to their desks or 
posted in your classroom.  Full-colour versions of the following scales can be found in the Digital 
Resources.

• Emoji: Having students point to different emoji faces is an easy way to use a rating scale 
with young students.

• Symbols: Symbols, such as weather icons, can also represent students’ emotions.

• Colour Wheel: A colour wheel, where 
different colours represent different 
emotions, is another effective scale. 

• Numbers: Have students show 1–5 
fingers, with 5 being I’m feeling great to 1 
being I’m feeling awful.
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Integrating SEL into Your Teaching (cont.) 
Reflection
Reflecting is the process of looking closely or deeply at something.  When you prompt students 
with reflection questions, you are supporting this work.  Here is a list of questions to get the 
reflection process started:

• What did you learn from this work? 

• What are you proud of in this piece?

• What would you have done differently?

• What was the most challenging part?

• How could you improve this work?

• How did other people help you finish this work?

• How will doing your best on this assignment help you in the future?

Pan Balance

Have students hold out their arms on both sides of their bodies.  Ask them a reflection question 
that has two possible answers.  Students should respond by tipping one arm lower than the 
other (as if one side of the scale is heavier).  Here are some example questions:

• Did you talk too much or too little?

• Were you distracted or engaged?

• Did you rush or take too much time?

• Did you stay calm or get angry?

• Was your response safe or unsafe?

Calibrating Student Assessments 
Supporting student self-assessment means calibrating their thinking.  You will 
have students who make mistakes but evaluate themselves as though they 
have never made a mistake in their lives.  At the other end of the spectrum, 
you will likely see students who will be too hard on themselves.  In both these 
cases, having a periodic calibration can help to support accuracy in their 
evaluations.  The Calibrating Student Assessments chart is provided in the 
Digital Resources (calibrating.pdf ).

Teaching Assessment 
In addition to assessing students, consider the effectiveness of your 
own instruction.  The Teaching Rubric can be found in the Digital 
Resources (teachingrubric.pdf ).  Use this tool to evaluate your SEL 
instruction.  You may wish to complete this rubric at different points 
throughout the year to track your progress.
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Name: ______________________________________  Date: _________________

DAY

1
Self-Aw

areness

Focus on Fa
m

ily
WEEK 2

Identifying Emotions
We feel most of our big emotions when we are at home.  We feel safe 
there to let everything out.  When you can identify what you are feeling, 
you can be a better family member. 

Directions: Describe how you would feel if each situation happened to you.

Directions: Draw yourself in one of these situations.  Make sure to show your 
feelings in your picture.

 1. You come home on your birthday, open the door, and SURPRISE!  Your 
family has thrown you a surprise party.

 

 

 2. You are going to a weeklong summer camp away from your family.  
None of your friends will be there.

 

 

 3. You are looking forward to going to your grandmother’s home.  You 
start to feel sick and have to stay home.
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Name: ______________________________________  Date: _________________

DAY

5
Re

sp
on

si
bl

e 
D
ec

is
io

n-
M

ak
in

g
WEEK 3

Fo
cu

s 
on

 C
om

m
un

it
y

Trying New Things 
Being open-minded means that you are willing to learn new ideas and 
try new things.  Being open-minded can help you be happier and deal 
with changes.

Directions: Write a short story about something new you would like to try in 
your community.  Draw the new thing you would like to try. 
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